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RELIGION TO FIT YOUR LIFESTYLE AND AFTERLIFE GOALS!

THE SAVVY CONVERT’S GUIDE TO
CHOOSING A RELIGION

COMPARE AND CONTRAST BEFORE YOU COMMIT

- CONSIDER PERKS AND DRAWBACKS FOR EACH RELIGION
- GET THE BEST FAITH FOR YOUR BUCK
- UNDERSTAND THE TIME REQUIRED BEFORE COMMITTING

99 RELIGIONS TO CHOOSE FROM!
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Synopsis

Are you a searcher? Disappointed with your religion of birth? This innovative consumer’s guide will help you identify the best religion for you. By reviewing apples-to-apples breakdowns of 99 world religions, you’ll use proven techniques of comparison shopping to base your decision on things that really matter: what you’ll wear, whether you can have sex, where you’ll go when you die. Spirituality is a significant aspect of the contemporary lifestyle, but if you haven’t shopped around, you’ll never be certain you made the right choice!
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Customer Reviews

This is a fun book for people curious about options in religions, as well as a reality check for followers of any of the 99 belief systems in this book that are certain that they have the only "true" religion. As mentioned in this book, people spend more time choosing a car, TV or purse than they spend choosing which god(s) to worship. Anyone who inherited a religion from their parents or by accident of geography could benefit from a review of their choice of religion. In this day and age, you are not forced to choose only among off the shelf religions and god(s) created millennia ago, there are also many more recent designer religions that might better meet your preferred belief systems. Since all religions that believe in supernatural god(s) are unprovable and based on "faith," you may certainly choose the "truth" that suits your preferences, or you may choose no religion. Your decisions include:* Do you want to believe in one God, multiple gods, spirits (inanimate, animal, vegetable or mineral), cosmic forces, or no gods?* What kind of afterlife promises do you want to believe? Do you prefer a heaven and hell, a purgatory, reincarnation, a return to the great cosmic
energy, or just expect you will return to the nothingness whence you came?* How much praying do you want to do, once a week, daily, several times a day? Do you want to pray on your knees or do you like more active praying like wild dancing, yoga or Tai Chi? Do you want to sing, chant or speak in tongues?* Do you wish an intermediary between you and your god(s) like a priest, minister, or imam, or do you wish to commune with your god(s)/nature/universe directly? Maybe you would prefer to meditate or not pray at all?
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